Zhejiang Seming Electronic Co., Ltd
Name: Polygonal LED Fireworks Bulb
Model: /
LED QTY:

/

Size: /
Weight: /
Certificate: CE/ROHS/ETL

Specification
Actual Power
Version
Gross weight

1.5-3W
clear
/

Lifespan

30,000 Hours

LED type

DIP 47PCS

Size

/

Output Current

/

Base
Commercial Type
CRI

E27/E14
/
＞80

Net Weight

/

Voltage

AC220V-240V/AC120V/AC85-265V

Beam angle

360°

Material

/

Description：
Polygonal LED fireworks bulb is unique design, it is the best choice for you who want to decorate your house as a warm,
bright home. The warm yellow light it emitted can comfort Polygonal LED fireworks bulb is an ideal fit for chandeliers,
vanity lights, bistro lights, tent lighting, ornamental lights, commercial light strings, decorative light strands, outdoor wedding
lights, or for any decorative application that accepts G30, G25, or G40 bulb types with E26/E27 bases. Also, this Polygonal
LED fireworks bulb is a creative invent in saving about 80% energy compared with the incandescent bulb of the same
illuminating effect. So, we can see that the power saving of an led light of 3 watts comparable to conventional or halogen
light will pay for itself in less than 2 years. It is really a good deal. Also, led light bulbs are much more environment friendly
than conventional or halogen light in generating heat and service life.

Polygonal LED Fireworks Bulb Features:
1. It is designed to last 30,000 hours—25 times longer than incandescent bulbs.
2. Use 80% less power than conventional or halogen light and 50% less than compact fluorescents.
3. The power saving from an Led light will usually pay for itself in less than 2 years.
4. It is fit for building the atmosphere of somewhere just as bar, bistro, and so on.
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